Wet and dry spells in Senegal: Evaluation of satellite-based and model re-analysis rainfall estimates
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Abstract. In this study, wet and dry spells over Senegal provided by four datasets based on satellite data (TRMM-3B42 V7, TAMSAT V3, CMORPH V1.0, CHIRPS V2.0), two fully based on (re)analyses (NCEP-CFSR, ERA5) and one was fully based on gauge observations (CPC Unified V1.0/RT) are compared with respect to observation datasets derived from 65 rain gauge network. All datasets were converted to the same temporal and spatial scales with 0.25° × 0.25° as resolution. Ordinary kriging (OK) and block kriging (BK) were used for the spatial interpolation of the gauge data. Despite a spatial coherence of the seasonal rainfall accumulation between all products, more variability with intra-seasonal features are shown in this paper. The seasonal cycle of dry days shows that TRMM, CPC, ERA5, NCEP and OK record more dry days (from 45% to 55% of dry days in August) while TAMSAT, CHIRPS, CMORPH and BK record less dry day (from 40% to 30% of dry days in August). All datasets highlighted an agreement that dry spell indicator underscore often false start and early cessation of the rainy Season in Senegal. Although, it can rarely occurs during intensification of West African monsoon (August-September). The most contrast is found on the detection of wet indicators intensity. Wet spell (defined as period with precipitation higher than a certain percentile of historical precipitation) are more severe in OK and TRMM than in other datasets. However, a great similarity is shown on their temporal frequencies.

An increase of extreme events is one of the main phenomena accompanying the rainfall recovery in Sahel (Alhassane et al., 2013; Descroix et al., 2016; Panthou et al., 2014, 2018; Wilcox et al., 2018). Several studies related to the effect of climate change, predict an intensification of hydrological cycle, and thus an increased probability of heavy rainfall and dry spell, associated with global warming (Held and Soden, 2008; Giorgi et al., 2011; Trenberth, 2011; Kendon et al., 2019; Berthou et al., 2019). Recently, extremes events have been occurred in West Africa such as an extreme rain event that occurred in Burkina Faso on 1 September 2009 with an absolute record of 263 mm rainfall observed at Ouagadougou (Lafore et al., 2017). In Senegal, more than 26 people died due to the direct and indirect impacts of an extreme rainfall event on 26 August 2012 marked by 161 mm in less than 3 hours (Sagna et al., 2015).
Likewise, drought may cause important impacts as well. In 2014, a severe drought impacted several localities in Senegal which led Senegalese government to receive $16.5 million funding from the African Risk Capacity (ARC, 2014). Indeed, the 2014/2015 agricultural season was marked by false start and long dry spells of the rainy season and also by poor, irregular and badly distributed rainfall throughout most of the country’s territory. According to WFP (World Food Program) Country Brief, Senegal is one of the seven Sahelian countries where the number of food-insecure people will increase significantly, from 314,600 people currently to 548,000 people during the 2018 lean season (WFP, 2018).

In this context of high risk associated with extreme hydro-meteorological events due to the high vulnerability of the population, it is important to better understand regime and multi-scale rainfall variability (Le Barbé et al., 2002; Lebel and Ali, 2009; Nicholson, 2013; Dione et al., 2014; Yeni and Alpas, 2017). Some studies using raingauges, rainfall estimates from satellite imagery and Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) have focused on the multi-scales variability of these potentially high-impact events (Washington et al., 2006; Sane et al., 2018; Nicholson et al., 2018). Indeed, in Sahel, since recovery, we observe the mixed dry/wet seasonal rainfall features which are called hybrid rainy seasons (Salack et al., 2016). These hybrid rainy seasons illustrating a rainfall intensification is part of what Giorgi et al. (2011) have defined as a more extreme hydrological climate, that is longer dry spells and more intense rainfall when it rains (Trenberth et al., 2003; Trenberth, 2011). Froidurowt and Diedhiou (2017) found that the spatio-temporal variability of the dry and wet periods also seems to be closely related to the spatial-temporal variability of the West African monsoon. In addition, the seasonal cycle of these longer dry periods has higher occurrences at the beginning and end of the rainy season, making them crucial in agro-climatic monitoring. Using a hierarchical cluster analysis throughout the 1951-1996 period in Senegal, Dieng et al. (2008) specified that at intra-seasonal time-scales, in the northern part of the country we observe that an earlier (later) long dry spell is associated with upper (lower) seasonal rainfall amounts in July-August-September. However, there is no such relationship in the South. Hence, understanding these high-impact events and forecasting them may thus offer interesting applications in agronomy and also floods management.

Unfortunately, very few studies inter-compare the performance of satellite imagery, Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) model outputs and ground observations on the distribution of wet and dry spell within the rainy season in Sahel (Knapp et al., 2011). Some studies have been conducted in Africa to focus essentially on rainfall inter-annual variability (Thorne et al., 2001; Ali et al., 2005). Indeed, TAMSAT (Tropical Applications of Meteorology using satellite data and ground based observations V3) are better over plateau regions, with 59% estimates within 1 Standard error (s.e) of the rainfall, but over the whole region the CPC Unified V1.0/RT estimates perform best (Maidment et al., 2013). While, Dinku et al. (2007); Jobard et al. (2010) found that the NOAA-RFE 2.0 algorithm performs well in west Africa but poorly in Ethiopia. Conversely, the CMORPH algorithm shows good agreement with gauge data in Ethiopia but strongly underestimates rainfall amount in the Sahel.

The goal of this paper is to evaluate the performance of four datasets based on satellite data (TRMM-3B42 V7, TAMSAT V3, CMORPH V1.0, CHIRPS V2.0), two fully based on (re)analyses (NCEP-CFSR, ERA5), one was fully based on gauge observations (CPC Unified V1.0/RT) and two spatial interpolated of 65 rain gauges of ANACIM the National Agency of Civil Aviation and Meteorology (Table 1) on the detection and evolution of these extreme hazards. It focuses over Senegal, Sahelian country located from 11.21°W to 17.32°W and from 12.8°N to 16.41°N as illustrated in Fig. 1. Firstly, the spatial distribution of seasonal rainfall accumulation and the seasonal cycle of dry days per month is analyzed. Secondly, dry indicators (DS and
DSC) and wet indicators are defined characterized (WS and WSC, Table 2 and Table 3). The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a description of the data and the methodology used in our analysis, while section 3 presents the main results, along with statistical tests performed to determine if the observed features could have been by chance. Section 4 concludes the paper with a summary of our main findings.

5 Data and Methodological approach

1 Rain gauges data and kriging

Daily rain gauge data are provided by the national meteorological service of Senegal (ANACIM). To avoid in-homogeneity in time 65 stations are used to cover from 1991 to 2010 (see Fig. 1). Two levels of quality control have been done. A manual checks for suspicious records were carried out, then, further checks were performed including verification of station locations, identification of repeated data, identification of outliers, comparative tests using neighboring stations and investigation of suspicious zero values (i.e. missing data or zero rainfall). The rain gauge data were converted to the same spatial support using ordinary and block kriging (OK and BK). Several studies showed that Kriging is the most efficient interpolation methods (Creutin and Obled, 1982; Tabios and Salas, 1985; Goovaerts, 2000). In this case the double kriging approach was applied. Indicator kriging is used to define a rainy area and ordinary kriging illustrated by a equation 1 is used to calculate rainfall amount within the rainy area:

\[ Z_k = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \lambda_i Z_o^i \] (1)

where \( Z_k \) and \( Z_o \) represent respectively rainfall estimate and rain gauge value; \( \lambda_i \) are the weights assigned to the available \( n \) observations. One effect of the kriging rainfall is the reduction of high values and the increase of low values. To correct this bias, a Quantile-Mapping illustrated by the equation 2 is used.

\[ F_o(x_o) = F_k(x_k) \Rightarrow x_q = F_o^{-1}[F_k(x_k)] \] (2)

Where \( F_o \) is the distribution function observed; \( F_k \) the distribution function estimated; \( x_o \) the observed quantile; \( x_k \) the estimated quantile. The square root of the OK variance is used. The OK standard error serves as a measure of confidence in estimates across the region of interest (Grimes et al., 1999).

The another method of kriging used in this study is the block kriging (BK). it is a method aiming at estimate the spatial average of a process over given area. In this paper we use it to predict the areal rainfall (mean spatial) at the grid scale \( 0.25^\circ \times 0.25^\circ \) in order to compare with other datasets (Lloyd and Atkinson, 2001; Maidment et al., 2013).
1.2 Satellite and reanalysis and combined datasets

Since the purpose of this study is to compare occurrence and temporal distribution of wet and dry spells between available datasets and ground observations, an ensemble of 7 different datasets available are used.

TRMM-3B42 V7 (Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission 3B42v7) are derived from a combination of microwave and infrared radar estimated calibration (Kummerow et al., 1998; Nesbitt et al., 2006; Huffman et al., 2007). The TRMM 3B42 v7 data has a temporal resolution of 3 hours and $0.25^\circ \times 0.25^\circ$ as spatial resolution and covers a spatial area which extends from $50^\circ S - 50^\circ N$ and $0^\circ W - 360^\circ W$ covering the period from 1998 to 2013. Since its launch in 1997, TRMM provided rainfall measurement in tropical and subtropical regions.

TAMSAT-V3 (Tropical Applications of Meteorology using satellite data and ground based observations V3) is developed by the University of Reading and is based on the channel TIR (Thermal Infrared) Meteosat. The methodology for estimating TAMSAT is based on a linear relationship between the number of hours for which the temperature of a pixel is colder than a specified threshold called The Cold Cloud Duration (CSD) and the amount of rain (Grimes et al., 1999; Janowiak et al., 2001; Tarnavsky et al., 2014). The TAMSAT algorithm is calibrated locally using rainfall station data (Maidment et al., 2017).

CPC Unified Gauge-based Analysis of Global Daily Precipitation V1.0/RT use gauge reports from over 30,000 stations are collected from multiple sources including GTS, COOP, and other national and international agencies. Quality controlled station reports are then interpolated to create analyzed fields of daily precipitation with consideration of orographic effects (Xie et al., 2017). The daily analysis is constructed on a 0.125 degree lat/lon grid over the entire global land areas for a period from 1979 to 2016.

CMORPH V1.0 (CPC Morphing Technique) produces global precipitation estimations at very high spatial and temporal resolution a spatial resolution of $0.25^\circ \times 0.25^\circ$ with a time resolution of 3 hours. These estimates are generated by algorithms SSM/I (Special sensor microwave/imagery), AMSU-B (Advanced microwave sounding unit) and TMI (Kummerow et al., 1998; Ferraro and Li, 2002; Ferraro, 1997). This method is extremely flexible such that any precipitation estimates from any microwave satellite source can be incorporated (Joyce et al., 2004; Zeweldi and Gebremichael, 2009; Xie et al., 2017).

CHIRPS V2.0 (Climate Hazards Group InfraRed Station with Precipitation data) is a 30+ year quasi-global rainfall dataset. Spanning $50^\circ S - 50^\circ N$ (and all longitudes), starting in 1981 to near-present, CHIRPS incorporates 0.05° resolution satellite imagery with in-situ station data to create gridded daily rainfall time series for trend analysis and seasonal drought monitoring (Funk et al., 2015).

NCEP-CFSR daily data rainfall covering January 1979 through the present, are available on the T62 Gaussian grid with a spatial resolution of about $1.875^\circ \times 1.875^\circ$. NCEP Reanalysis precipitation is completely determined by the model and is a variable produced with no direct impact from observations (Ebert et al., 2007; Saha et al., 2010).

ERA5 was produced using 4D-Var data assimilation in CY41R2 of ECMWF’s Integrated Forecast System (IFS), with 137 hybrid sigma/pressure (model) levels in the vertical, with the top level at 0.01 hPa. "Surface or single level” data are also available, containing 2D parameters such as precipitation, 2m temperature, top of atmosphere radiation and vertical integrals over the entire atmosphere. The IFS is coupled to a soil model, the parameters of which are also designated as surface parameters,
and an ocean wave model (Malardel et al., 2016).

To realize a reliable comparison and decrease the impact of the resolution of each product, the same spatial and temporal resolutions as the kriging datasets are used. For datasets with a sub-daily temporal resolution as reanalysis data (NCEP-CFSR, ERA5), we calculated daily accumulations for 00:00-23:59 UTC like satellite and rain gauge data. The datasets with spatial resolutions < 0.25° were resampled to 0.25° using bilinear averaging, whereas those with spatial resolutions > 0.25° were resampled to 0.25° using bi-linear interpolation (Beck et al., 2019).

1.3 Methodological approach

Based at a daily temporal and 0.25° spatial resolution of each dataset, a detailed analysis is done by comparing the frequencies and characteristics of the extreme events from the different products. A maximum number of definition (according to their duration and intensity) are used here to highlight the differences between the products and their potential impacts. In the following section, the definitions of the methods to detect the dry and wet spells are presented.

1.3.1 Dry Spells

The definition of dry spells based on the duration of consecutive dry days. These days are detected when the daily precipitation are lower than 1 mm/day (defined to discriminate wet and dry days, (Diallo et al., 2016)). This definition is commonly used to define a dry spell in Sahel and the methodology employed here is similar to the method defined in Salack et al. (2013). Then different classes of DS are defined depending their durations (DS short, DS medium, DS long, DS extreme long) descripted in Table 2. A second method is based on the accumulated precipitation during specific periods, and are called dry spell cumulative (DSC). Here four durations are tested, five days when the rainfall is less than 5 mm these events are called DSC5; 10 days with less than 10 mm of rainfall named DSC10; 15 days with less than 15 mm of rain named DSC10; 20 days with less than 20 mm of rain for DSC20 (see Table 2). For this DSC the duration is known but the number and frequency in a season is determinant for the growth of crop yields (Sivakumar, 1992). The results presented in that study are mainly derived from only four dry indicators (DSC10, DSC20, DS1, DSx1) nevertheless, all the results from the other duration are presented in supplementary materials.

1.3.2 Wet Spells

We defined wet spells depending their duration and intensity. The duration categories of wet spells are chosen to correspond to the different synoptic systems causing rain in West Africa (Froidurot and Diedhiou, 2017). Moreover, four thresholds (90th, 95th, 99th, 99.5th percentile of all the rainy days) are also defined. Wet spell (WS) are defined as one or consecutive rainy days (for different thresholds). WS1 99P represents a heavy precipitation day which is defined as a day with precipitation greater than the 99th percentile. WSM 99P is defined as events of at least 2 consecutive days (<= 2 days) of rainfall above the 99th percentile. Wet spell cumulative (WSC) is defined as specific periods where cumulative rainfall is above threshold as shown...
in Table 3). As for dry spell, in this study we have focused on strongest wet spells (WS1 99P, WSM 99P, WSC5 99P, WSC15 99P) but all the results are presented in supplementary material.

## 2 Results and Discussions

### 2.1 Intra-seasonal and Spatial Variability of rainfall

Fig. 2 shows 13-years (1998-2010) climatology of seasonal rainfall accumulation for all the products on grids where the values derived from the kriging is considered significant (i.e. square root of the OK variance lower than 0.5 (Lloyd and Atkinson, 2001). The South-North gradient of annual rainfall total is well observed in all products with accumulation varying from 100 mm to 1200 mm. Moreover, there are no large differences between datasets. The values are even closer between TRMM and CHIRPS or TAMSAT (Fig. 2.b and Fig. 2.d). We notice some underestimations by using CMORPH and CPC over southern Senegal (Fig. 2.c and Fig. 2.e) than in other datasets. Overall, the reanalysis data NCEP and ERA (Fig. 2.f and Fig. 2.g) are quite close to each other with some divergences in the western center of the country. OK and BK also show some divergences that is explained by the method of kriging used (Fig. 2.h and Fig. 2.i). Indeed, by construction, BK is more comparable to averaged values and is more in agreement with satellite results than OK. The best similar pattern of BK is found with TRMM, Precipitation Radar (PR) aboard TRMM can explain this result. However, all products further highlighted this zone of highest spatial variability called "Peanut Basin" located in the center western of the country where seasonal rainfall ranging from 300 mm to 800 mm.

The seasonal evolution of the dry days, crucial for the definition of dry spells, is then compared. To do so, percentage of dry days per month for each product are shown in Fig. 3 and shows disparities. During the dry season (from November to May) all datasets record more than 80% of dry days. However, CMORPH and TAMSAT record more dry days than other datasets. At the same time, OK and BK record 100% of dry days which can be explained by the funding reasons that coerce ANACIM to ensure the data gathering only during the rainy season for most of the stations. At the beginning of the season (June to July), TRMM, CPC, ERA, NCEP and OK show more dry days although there are discrepancies between datasets. While TAMSAT, CHIRPS, CMORPH and BK show less dry days. However, at the main season (August to September) TRMM, CPC, ERA and OK record more dry days than TAMSAT, CHIRPS, CMORPH, NCEP and BK. This result shows a paradox because the datasets which showed low seasonal rainfall have a trend to record a low percentage of dry days (ie: more rainy days) except ERA5. Fig. 3 also illustrates a higher variability from the seasonal scale to intra-seasonal scale.

### 2.2 Characterization of Dry Spells

The purpose of this section is to compare the detection of different type of dry spells (depending their intensity and duration) derived from different products. For the main document, we will discuss two types of dry spells defined previously, namely DSC10, DSC20, DSI, DSx1 (see Table 1 for the definitions). Note that the results using the other type of dry spells are presented in supplementary material. The first comparison is done on the the yearly average occurrence of dry spells. These occurrence
are calculated for all datasets only over grid points where the kriging method is considered significant (Fig. 4). These results underscore differences between datasets on the number of DSC10, DSC20, DSI and DSxl. Among the datasets, TAMSAT and CHIRPS show slightly smaller DSC (DSC10 and DSC20) than in the other datasets. However, on DS (DSI and DSxl) BK joins CHIRPS and TAMSAT as the products that detect the lowest frequencies. Nevertheless, these detections display relative similarities in between products. The main differences are the spatial spread.

The results based on DSI and DSxl show a higher variability between datasets. Indeed, TRMM, OK, CPC, CMORPH, NCEP and ERA5 provide on average 1 more dry spell events than BK, TAMSAT and CHIRPS. This result may be explained by the seasonal cycle of dry days (Fig. 3) which, except NCEP and CMORPH confirms that in products where the number of dry days is lower the number of DSI and DSxl is also lower. However, divergence of datasets to agree on DS duration and intensity are mitigated on the temporal frequency of DSC and DS shown in Fig. 5. The seasonal cycle of dry spell shows slight differences between products which confirm that this events characterize false start and early cessation of season in Senegal. This gives to DSC and DS a high potential for impact on sowing and crops. This common agreement showing a minimum peak of dry spells in main season (July-August-September), illustrate also the degree of severity of DSC and DS. Indeed, the DSC20 and DSxl are the longest dry spell and therefore the most intense. Despite agreement on the occurrence date of DSC and DS, we observe some differences on the number of dry spell that occur at given date. Overall, CMORPH, CHIRPS and TAMSAT show low occurrence of dry spells, in opposite, NCEP and ERA5, TRMM, CPC, OK and BK show high occurrence of DSC and DS during the main season.

In order to investigate the spatial variability of DSC10, DSC5, DSI and DSxl, Taylor diagram of all datasets (Taylor, 2001). Fig. 6 illustrates the capacity of datasets to agree on the spatial distribution of dry spell by providing the spatial correlation, the standard deviation, and the root mean square deviation (RMSD) for each data set compared to OK defined as the reference. The choice of OK was motivated by the fact that the ordinary kriging method followed by a post-processing and a quantile-mapping correction is the closest to the spatial distribution of rain gauge data. We show that DSC indicators record better correlation scores than DS indicators. For all the indicators TRMM gives the best score showing the importance of radar embedded. Results from reanalysis products provide scores comparable to the observations used here.

Another analyze between the datasets is done with the interannual variability of the dry periods, as illustrated in Fig. 7. Overall, biases are less important with DSC than with DS. DSC20 reached its lowest level in the time series in all datasets during recovery. While it is with the DS that the biases are more important. Interannual evolution is a same in OK and BK, which is very similar with DSC are much less so with DS. This difference can be explained by the seasonal cycle of dry days (see Fig. 2) where we have 10% more dry days in OK than in BK. A similar pattern is found between datasets on the interannual variability and boxplots of DS (see Fig. 4). The coherency between the OK and BK trends decrease from DSC to DS, provides confidence for inferring that DS record more disparities than DSC. Otherwise, DSI and DSxl better characterize the Sahelian specificity with the great drought (1970-2000) where DSxl has reached a very high level for all products except CPC.
2.3 Characterization of Wet Spells

2.3.1 Total rainfall accumulated in WS and WSC

In this section, the detection of different wet spells (depending their intensity and duration) derived from different datasets is assessed and compared. In the main document, four types of wet spells using the 99th percentile of rainfall above the depth of wet day defined previously, namely WS1 99P, WSM 99P, WSC5 99P, WSC15 99P (see Table 2) are discussed. Note that as on dry spell, the results using other type of wet spells are presented in supplementary material. First, the yearly average occurrence of wet spells calculated for all the products only over grid points where the kriging method is considered significant (see Fig. 8) is analyzed. For the less intense events (WS1 99P and WSC5 99P), we note an overall good agreement of the products with, as expected, a maximum mid of August when the monsoon is well established. The only significant differences are found with CHIRPS that tends to underestimate the occurrence of the events all along the year and CMORPH, that underestimate the peak but also with a delay of about 2 weeks. When looking most intense events (WSM 99P), the differences are the largest. ERA5 clearly overestimate the occurrence (almost twice larger than the other products).

Conversely to dry spells the contrasts are more marked in wet spells, illustrating the more complex event to characterize. Overall, Fig. 9 shows three different groups of datasets. TRMM and OK provide on average accumulation of 70 mm for the WS1 99P, 140 mm for the WSM 99P, 150mm for the WSC5 99P and 300 mm for the WSC15 99P. Although, average accumulation of OK are slightly greater than in TRMM on the 4 wet indicators. BK, CMORPH, CPC, NCEP and ERA5, provides smaller accumulations than the first group. Indeed, the average accumulation of WS1 99P is around 45 mm, 90 mm for WSM 90P, 100 mm for WSC5 99P and around 200 mm for WSC15 99P. Finally, TAMSAT and CHIRPS give the lowest accumulations of all products with around 30 mm for WS1 99P, around 50 mm for WSM 99P and WSC5 99P and 150 mm for WSC15 99P. Note that TAMSAT accumulations are each time slightly lower than in CHIRPS. The novelty of this section is that datasets showing the most number dry days (see Fig. 2) provide the highest wet spell accumulation. While the datasets providing the least number of dry days (ie: more rainy days) record smallest wet spell accumulation. This result confirms that the radar on the TRMM satellite may be explain the agreement between TRMM and OK on the detection of wet indicators intensity and its difference with other datasets.

In order to better identify the reasons of these differences, the logarithmic distribution of daily rainfall over the consensual period from 1998 to 2010 is calculated (Fig. 10). This distribution allows to see tipping points on daily rainfall. Daily rainfall less than 25mm are more frequent on TAMSAT and CHIRPS. These two products record the most rainy days in main season (Fig. 2). TRMM, OK, BK, CPC, CMORPH and CHIRPS show high frequency of 25 mm - 30 mm unlike TAMSAT, ERA5 and NCEP showing lower frequency of these intensities. The differences increase with daily rainfall between 30 and 60 mm, and beyond 60 mm. TRMM produces the largest rainfall events, a bit larger than a group of OK, BK, CPC, ERA5 and NCEP. Finally, TAMSAT, CHIRPS and CMORPH are associated with the lowest frequency of these extreme events. This characterization is essential to understand the capacity of datasets to detect extreme rainfall and show a large underestimation of these 3 products.
The Taylor diagram provided in Fig. 11 is similarly constructed to the one of the dry spells. It provides spatial correlations, standard deviations and RMSD for each data set compared to OK kept as a reference. It is interesting to note that the scores are worse compared to the dry spells showing the bigger complexity to assess wet than dry spells. This is observed with the decrease of correlation, the significant increase of standard deviation and RMSD. The most complex assessment of events seems to be WSM99P, which is the rarest. CHIRPS and CMORPH seem to be incapable to assess these events compared to the events detected by using OK. It is worth to note the strong consistency of the datasets to assess the two WSC and WS1. CMORPH is the only product with significant lower correlation and larger RMSD compared to the others. This shape could be explained by the correct representation of a fraction of the events in all the products. This fraction explains the non-perfect correlation compared to the OK (between 0.6 to 0.8) and a RMSD around 3.

Finally, to analyze the recent trend of these extreme events, Fig. 12 provides the evolution of the number of each type of wet spells per year. The results are in line with the recent study of Taylor et al. (2017) suggesting that the Mesoscale Convective Systems (MCSs) responsible for extreme rainfall in the Sahel have tended to increase their vertical development, favoring the convergence of humidity and producing exceptional cumulative rainfall. Since the beginning of the 2000s, all datasets show an increase of these indicators. This increase is more significant on the WSC5 99P and WSC15 99P where several products reached their highest level. There is a strong similarity between OK and BK with a significant increase of all the indicators. Overall, the explanation of these increases may be the intensification of the hydrological cycle that accompanies the recovery in Sahel.

3 Conclusions

In this work, extreme rainfall deficits derived from 5 satellite products (TRMM, TAMSAT, CMORPH, CPC, CHIRPS) and 2 re-analysis model outputs (NCEP and ERA5) have been assessed and compared to 2 kriging methods (OK and BK) spatially interpolated rain gauge data over Senegal. Two types of kriging technical have been employed to test different type of interpolation and to assess the uncertainties of these products. All the used products are upgraded to the spatial resolution of $0.25\degree \times 0.25\degree$. Then, different definition of wet and dry spell are used to detect and compare their spatial and temporal distributions over Senegal. The climatology of all products are relatively similar with a strong gradient South-North. In addition the products also shows an agreement on the high spatial variability in the peanut basin in the western center of the country. Despite these similarities, some disparities between products are observed South of the country. Four datasets CMORPH, CPC, ERA5 and NCEP provide low cumulative volumes in the South compared to the other 5 datasets, TRMM, TAMSAT, CHIRPS, OK and BK which show strong accumulations in the South of the country. The discrepancies are stronger on the seasonal cycle of dry days where the products are divided into 4 groups. A first group consisting of TRMM and ERA5 where the percentage of dry days exceeds 50%. The second group consists of CPC and OK between 50 to 45% of dry days. The third group is the most representative with 4 data products NCEP, CMORPH, CHIRPS and TAMSAT where the percentage of dry days is between 45 to 40%. Finally the fourth group consists of a single data product in this case BK with about 30% of dry days. The complexity of the detection of four indicators of dry spells DSC10, DSC20, DSI and DSxl by all datasets are then compared.
The occurrence of the DSC10 and DSC20 show more coherence than for DSl and DSxl. On these divergences 2 groups stand out, the first group consists of six TRMM, OK, CPC, CMORPH, NCEP and ERA5 products. These products give on average 1 more dry spell events than the second group consisting of three products BK, TAMSAT and CHIRPS. The greatest performance of datasets is found in their ability to represent the seasonal cycle of dry spells. All products show common agreement with a minimum peak of dry spells in main season. Overall, all datasets agree that these events characterize mainly false starts and early cessation of rainy season.

The detection of wet spells is more contrasted with larger difference between datasets than for the DS. TRMM and OK produce the largest amount of rainfall. These products give on average accumulation of 70 mm for the WS1 99P, 140 mm for the WSM 99P, 150 mm for the WSC5 99P and 300 mm for the WSC15 99P. Note that the average of OK are a little more important than in TRMM on the 4 indicators. The second group is composed by BK, CMORPH, CPC, NCEP and ERA5, this group provides smaller accumulations than group 1. Indeed, the average accumulation of WS1 99P is around 45 mm, 90 mm for WSM 90P, 100 mm for WSC5 99P and around 200 mm for WSC15 99P. Finally, the third group consists by TAMSAT and CHIRPS group provides the lowest accumulations of all products with around 30 mm for WS1 99P, around 50mm for WSM 99P and WSC5 99P and 150 mm for WSC15 99P. The radar on TRMM can be the main explanation of the similarity between TRMM and OK. WSM 99P shows smaller spatial correlations than the WSC5 99P, WSC15 99P and WSM 99P. an significant increase is found on the WSC5 99P and WSC15 99P where several products reached their highest level except NCEP, CPC and CHIRPS. A strong similarity between OK and BK with a significant increase of all the indicators is found.

This study shows that despite the general agreement about the seasonal rainfall, there is a large uncertainty associated with the assessment of extreme deficit and exceedance of rainfall at intra-seasonal timescale. This study allows to validate the most robust datasets over Senegal that could be extrapolated to all of West Africa. This is crucial in order to monitor, to predict and to determine the potential socio-economic impact of these extreme wet and dry spells.
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Figure 1. Map of Senegal and of West-Africa (inset). The black dots denote 65 rain gauges of ANACIM used for this study.
Figure 2. Spatial distribution of the climatological yearly rainfall (1998-2010, in mm): using a) TRMM b) TAMSAT c) CMORPH d) CHIRPS, e) CPC, f) NCEP g) ERA5 h) OK i) BK. The black dots represent the stations used. Details on the datasets are provided in Table 1.
Figure 3. Seasonal cycle of the climatological (1998-2010) distribution of dry days for: TRMM, TAMSAT, CMORPH, CHIRPS, CPC, NCEP, ERA5, BK, OK. The black dots represent the stations used. Details on the datasets are provided in Table 1.
Figure 4. Total climatological (1998-2010) distribution of the number of DSC10, DSC20, DSI and DSxl for datasets: TRMM, TAMSAT, CMORPH, CHIRPS, CPC, NCEP, ERA5, BK, OK. The + represent the mean value, the − represent the median value, the box represents the 25th and 75th percentile values, and the “whiskers” represent the extreme values. Details on the datasets are provided in Table 1.
Figure 5. Climatological (1998-2010) distribution of the seasonal distribution of number of DSC5, DSC15, DSs and DSm for: TRMM, TAMSAT, CMORPH, CHIRPS, CPC, NCEP, ERA5, BK, OK. Details on the datasets are provided in Table 1.
Figure 6. Taylor Diagram of the spatial distribution of number of DSC10, DSC20, DSI and DSxl for: TRMM, TAMSAT, CMORPH, CHIRPS, CPC, NCEP, ERA5, BK. OK product is considered as reference. Details on the datasets are provided in Table 1.
Figure 8. Seasonal cycle of the number of WS1, WSM, WSC5 and WSC15 (99\textsuperscript{th} percentile) percentiles averaged for the period 1998-2010, for: TRMM, TAMSAT, CMORPH, CHIRPS, CPC, NCEP, ERA5, BK, OK. Details on the datasets are provided in Table 1.
Figure 9. Yearly cumulated rainfall provided by WS1, WSM, WSC5 and WSC15 (99th) percentiles, averaged for the period 1998-2010, for TRMM, TAMSAT, CMORPH, CHIRPS, CPC, NCEP, ERA5, BK, OK. The + represent the mean value, the − represent the median value, the box represents the 25th and 75th percentile values, and the “whiskers” represent the extreme values. Details on the datasets are provided in Table 1.
Figure 10. Comparison of the climatological distribution of intensities of daily rainfall (1998-2010) provided by TRMM, TAMSAT, CMORPH, CHIRPS, CPC, NCEP, ERA5, BK, OK over the Senegal. Details on the datasets are provided in Table 1.
Figure 11. Taylor Diagram of the spatial distribution of the number of WSC5, WS1, WSM, WSC5 and WSC15 (99th) percentiles using TRMM, TAMSAT, CMORPH, CHIRPS, CPC, NCEP, ERA5, BK. OK product is considered as reference during the period 1998-2010. Details on the datasets are provided in Table 1.
Table 1. Summary of the daily precipitation datasets used in this study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of datasets</th>
<th>Period of datasets</th>
<th>Spatial resolution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRMM 3B42 (V7)</td>
<td>1998 - 2013</td>
<td>Daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMORPH</td>
<td>1998 - 2015</td>
<td>Daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHIRPS</td>
<td>1981 - 2010</td>
<td>Daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAMSAT V3</td>
<td>1983 - 2016</td>
<td>Daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPC</td>
<td>1979 - 2017</td>
<td>Daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCEP</td>
<td>1992 - 2013</td>
<td>Daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERA5</td>
<td>1987 - 2017</td>
<td>Daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBS In Situ</td>
<td>1991 - 2010</td>
<td>Daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordinary Kriging (OK)</td>
<td>1991 - 2010</td>
<td>Daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kriging (BK)</td>
<td>1991 - 2010</td>
<td>Daily</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 2. Definition of indices to detect the Dry Spells

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dry Spells Indices</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSC5</td>
<td>5 days with less than 5 mm of rainfall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSC10</td>
<td>10 days with less than 10 mm of rainfall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSC15</td>
<td>15 days with less than 15 mm of rainfall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSC20</td>
<td>20 days with less than 20 mm of rainfall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSs</td>
<td>1-3 consecutive dry days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSm</td>
<td>4-7 consecutive dry days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSL</td>
<td>8-14 consecutive dry days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSxl</td>
<td>consecutive dry days exceeding 15 days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Definition of indices to detect the Wet Spells, XX for 90, 95, 99 and 99.5 percentiles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wet Spells Indices</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WS1 XXP</td>
<td>1 day with rainfall &gt; XXth p of daily rainfall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSM XXP</td>
<td>2 day or more with rainfall &gt; XXth p of daily rainfall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSC5 XXP</td>
<td>5-day precip. &gt; XXth p of 5-day cumulative rainfall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSC10 XXP</td>
<td>10-day precip. &gt; XXth p of 10-day cumulative rainfall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSC15 XXP</td>
<td>15-day precip. &gt; XXth p of 15-day cumulative rainfall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSC20 XXP</td>
<td>20-day precip. &gt; XXth p of 20-day cumulative rainfall</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>